Background: Socioeconomic deprivation is a potentially important factor influencing surgical outcomes. This systematic review aimed to summarize the evidence for any association between socioeconomic group and mortality after colorectal surgery, and to report the definitions of deprivation used and the approaches taken to adjust for co-morbidity in this patient population.
Introduction
Colorectal surgery encompasses a wide and heterogeneous range of potential presentations, pathologies and procedures. This may include planned surgery, for instance for bowel cancer, or emergency procedures for pathologies such as acute bowel obstruction or faecal peritonitis. Major colorectal surgery has postoperative mortality rates at least as high as those of some operations that would traditionally be considered as high risk. Thus, 30-day mortality rates for major colorectal cancer resections are similar to, or higher than, rates for elective abdominal aortic aneurysm repair (5⋅8-6⋅8 versus 3⋅2-6⋅8 per cent respectively) or primary cardiac surgery (around 3 per cent) 1 -5 . Emergency surgery is particularly high risk, with a 30-day mortality rate following emergency laparotomy of around 11 per cent 6 .
Although lower socioeconomic group has an established association with increased mortality for a range of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, and an increased prevalence of multiple morbidity 7, 8 , relatively few studies have investigated the association between socioeconomic group and mortality after colorectal surgery.
There are several potential reasons for the variation in mortality between socioeconomic groups. These include barriers to accessing healthcare, such as associated financial costs or geographical distances in rural communities. There may be variation in the availability and quality of healthcare provided in areas of greater deprivation 9 , or differences in health-seeking behaviour 10 . Differences in lifestyle factors between socioeconomic groups, such as diet, exercise, smoking and levels of alcohol consumption 11 -15 , coupled with variations in the prevalence and severity of co-morbidities such as obesity, type 2 diabetes, lung disease, and cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases 7, 8, 16 -18 , may also contribute. Overall, socioeconomic group is associated with significant differences in life expectancy, even between small geographical areas a relatively short distance apart 19, 20 .
The main aim of this review was to summarize the evidence for any association between socioeconomic group and postoperative mortality following colorectal surgery after adjustment for other case-mix variables. It was hypothesized that more deprived patients have higher mortality after colorectal surgery. Additional objectives were to identify the measures of socioeconomic group used in this field, and to identify the approaches taken in adjusting for co-morbidity.
Methods
The protocol for this review was published in the PROSPERO online database of systematic reviews (CRD42016051592). This review followed the PRISMA checklist 21 .
A search was undertaken using MEDLINE, Embase, the Cochrane Library and Web of Science, and the results were imported into reference management software (EndNote™ X7.7.1; Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA). For each of the four searches, the entire database was included up to and including 2 November 2016, with no further date restrictions or limits applied. Full search strategies and date ranges are detailed in Appendix S1 (supporting information).
Study selection and data extraction
After removal of duplicates, manual screening was carried out based on the title and abstract of articles identified in the database searches. Articles with no relevance to the effect of socioeconomic group on mortality after colorectal surgery were excluded. Articles of probable or possible relevance to this review based on the title and abstract were reviewed in full using the following inclusion criteria: adult patients aged 18 years or older; patients undergoing a colorectal surgical procedure; and studies reporting a mortality-based outcome according to a measure of socioeconomic group. Exclusion criteria were: cohorts including patients aged less than 18 years; cohorts including patients who did not undergo an eligible surgical procedure (for example non-colorectal procedures on the bowel or intra-abdominal gastrointestinal tract, surgery following blunt or penetrating trauma, non-surgical conservative management); studies in which the measure of socioeconomic group was based solely on educational attainment or ethnicity; and conference abstracts or posters. Although education does contribute to multifactorial measures of deprivation, such as the Index of Multiple Deprivation and the Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas, educational attainment in isolation was not considered to be a sufficient surrogate for socioeconomic deprivation for the purposes of this review 22, 23 .
Following completion of screening, the reference lists and citations of all included papers were searched manually to identify any additional articles that could be included in the review and had not been identified through the database search. This process was repeated until no new articles were identified.
Data extraction was undertaken independently by two authors using standardized, purpose-built tables relating to study characteristics, quality and outcomes. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were extracted to record variation between studies, with assessment of whether patients were excluded on the basis of any sociodemographic or clinical characteristic. Study quality was assessed independently by the same two authors according to a modification of a previously used questionnaire (Table S1, supporting information) 24 . Rates of missing data were assessed based on any loss to follow-up or exclusions from reviews of administrative databases at the time of analysis. Differences in treatment strategies between the socioeconomic groups that could potentially have a causal influence on postoperative mortality were extracted. Examples of this could include differences in the rates of perioperative chemo/radiotherapy, or differences in the surgical technique or approach used.
Data analysis
Data pertaining to the magnitude and statistical significance of differences in mortality between socioeconomic groups were extracted where presented. The presentation of data varied between studies, and included mortality and survival rates, or regression coefficients, for which P < 0⋅050 was considered statistically significant. Other studies presented the data as odds ratios, risk ratios or hazard ratios, for which statistical significance was judged based on 95 per cent confidence intervals that did not include the value 1.
Data were further examined to classify results according to short-term and longer-term mortality outcomes, surgical urgency, the aims of surgery, the model of healthcare provision described in the article, and time period. 
Results

Search results and overview of included studies
Following the initial database searches, 22 272 articles were screened manually by title and abstract. After the first round of screening, 53 articles were found eligible for inclusion. A further six articles citing or cited by these 53 articles were identified that met the inclusion criteria ( Fig. 1) . This review therefore included 59 articles published between 1993 and 2016, reporting on a total of 2 698 403 patients ( Table S2 , supporting information) 3,25 -82 . These studies included data collected between 1976 and 2014 from eight countries. Twenty-five studies were based in the UK, 24 in the USA, three in Australia, two in each in Denmark and the Netherlands, and one each in France, Sweden and Taiwan ( Table 1) .
A first review of the studies revealed that the published evidence was too heterogeneous to enable a meta-analysis to be undertaken. There was wide variation in patient cohorts, outcome measures and measures of socioeconomic group. Moreover, the effect of socioeconomic group on outcomes was not always the main research question, and instead was reported as part of a multivariable analysis with a different focus. Comparison between countries with different approaches to defining socioeconomic groups risked significant bias. Indeed, even studies using a single measure such as the Index of Multiple Deprivation cannot be directly compared between different countries in the UK without adjustment, owing to differences in how the deprivation score is calculated 83 . This review is therefore limited to descriptive analysis.
Quality assessment
Quality assessment of the included papers is summarized in Tables S2 and S3 (supporting information). Overall, agreement between the two assessors was good; where there were differences, one of the authors resolved the query by referring again to the original article.
Seven studies were from a single centre and 52 included data from multiple centres. There were no multinational studies. Two of the studies 66, 82 were RCTs, and the remaining 57 were observational. Forty-seven studies were based on reviews of administrative data or data held in disease A single paper may appear more than once in a given category.
registries. The remaining 12 studies were based on data collected prospectively or retrospectively. There is no validated tool to provide a single overall assessment of quality for the types of study included in this review. Instead, quality was assessed across a range of domains such as method, risk of bias, sample size and analysis (Fig. 2) . Forty-nine studies were rated good or fair across all domains. Excluding studies rated as poor from relevant quality assessment domains did not alter the proportion of manuscripts finding associations between socioeconomic group and mortality.
Twenty-four studies used unselected cohorts of patients undergoing colorectal surgery; however, 35 excluded some patients, most commonly on the basis of age or, in the case of cancer surgery, advanced disease stage. Examples of other exclusions were non-curative surgery, surgical urgency, or treatment with adjuvant or neoadjuvant therapies. In studies performed in countries with insurance-based healthcare systems, some patients were excluded according to payer status.
Rates of missing or excluded data were examined to evaluate loss to follow-up in prospectively collected data, missing data within administrative databases, or other exclusions from the analysis. This was judged to have been present in 12 studies that excluded patients with missing data. Four studies 67, 70, 73, 74 excluded patients who died within 30 days of surgery from the analysis of longer-term survival. One study 76 , which focused on failure to rescue, performed mortality outcome analysis only on patients with a recorded postoperative complication.
Adjustment for confounding
Forty-seven studies performed case-mix adjustment in at least one analysis. The specifics of variables included in the adjustment are listed in Table S4 (supporting information) and summarized in Table 2 . Thirty-eight studies included a measure of patient co-morbidities or fitness; the most commonly used co-morbidity summary measure was the Charlson Co-morbidity Index (22 studies).
Associations between reported mortality outcomes and socioeconomic group
Forty-four of 59 studies (75 per cent) identified an association between reported mortality outcomes and socioeconomic group in either unadjusted or adjusted analysis. Considering only the 43 studies that used adjustment for confounders and were rated good or fair in the quality domains assessing method, risk of bias, sample size and analysis, 33 concluded that socioeconomic group was independently associated with mortality. In all these, The remainder of the results section reports on whether these results are sensitive to different methods of measuring socioeconomic group, and whether they vary by outcome measure, urgency of surgery, aim of surgery, country-specific model of healthcare provision, and time.
Methods of assessment of socioeconomic group
Methods for measuring socioeconomic group varied between studies (Table 1) , with some repeating the analysis using more than one measure. The most common descriptor was one of a selection of indices of deprivation based on a patient's area of residence (used in 28 articles). These included the Carstairs index (14 studies), the Index of Multiple Deprivation (7), the Townsend index and Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (3 each) and the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (1). Among these 28 studies, 20 undertook risk-adjusted analyses, of which 12 concluded that lower socioeconomic group was associated with worse outcome after risk adjustment.
Insurance or payer status was used to describe socioeconomic group 15 times. In this subgroup, seven of the 12 studies that adjusted for other risk factors found higher mortality to be associated with lower socioeconomic group.
Thirteen studies used income as a measure of socioeconomic group, based either on a median figure for a patient's area of residence or individual patient-level data. The poverty rate within the patient's area of residence was used in four studies. Twelve of the studies that based their analysis on income and all those based on poverty adjusted for potential confounding variables. Ten and four studies respectively concluded that there was an association between greater mortality and lower socioeconomic group on adjusted analysis.
Even among studies that used the same measure of socioeconomic group, there was considerable variation in how the subgroups were defined. For instance, studies using the Carstairs index variably treated scores of 1 to 7 as separate categories, grouped patients together according to ranges of scores to form a smaller number of subcategories, or used the index to divide the population into quartiles or quintiles. When grouped into quartiles, some studies analysed each quartile independently, whereas one compared the most deprived quartile with the remaining three quartiles grouped together. Thus, the specific definition of deprivation often differed between studies, even when the same measure was used.
Outcome measures
Mortality endpoints included in-hospital mortality; mortality at 30 or 90 days; mortality 1, 2, 3 or 5 years after surgery; or longer-term survival analysis, with the longest follow-up being 20 years. All-cause mortality was A single paper may appear more than once.
predominantly reported, but seven articles 49, 55, 60, 63, 64, 70, 74 reported the disease-specific figure.
Of the 39 studies that evaluated in-hospital or 30-day postoperative mortality, 29 adjusted for potential confounders and 21 of these found that lower socioeconomic group was independently associated with higher mortality. All of the 29 studies that reported case-mix adjusted short-term outcomes were assessed as good or fair in domains assessing method, risk of bias, sample size and analysis.
Thirty-three studies looked at longer-term mortality outcomes, such as survival at 1-5 years, or overall survival time. Twenty-seven of these adjusted for confounders, of which 20 found an independent association between lower socioeconomic group and higher mortality. Excluding the studies rated as poor in domains assessing method, risk of bias, sample size and analysis, 17 of 23 found that lower socioeconomic group was independently associated with worse longer-term outcomes. Findings for the most common methods of assessing socioeconomic group and follow-up periods are summarized in Table 3 .
Surgical urgency
Thirty-five studies reported outcomes for cohorts that comprised a mixture of elective and non-elective surgery, while 19 articles did not report the urgency of surgery ( Table 1) . Three studies analysed data for cohorts undergoing only non-elective surgery, and two 39, 40 of these found an association between socioeconomic group and mortality. The latter two studies measured both 30-day and 1-year mortality, and reported associations between lower socioeconomic group and higher mortality at both endpoints. The study 49 that did not find an association measured both 5-year all-cause and disease-specific survival rates, but the cohort was smaller and case-mix adjustment was not undertaken as part of the analysis.
Three articles reported outcomes for cohorts undergoing only elective surgery, all of which were based in countries with a healthcare system that provided universal access. One 38 found an association between lower socioeconomic group and higher all-cause mortality at 30 days and 1 year after adjustment for confounders. The second study 41 , looking at 30-day all-cause mortality, found no such association after case-mix adjustment. The third study 74 was smaller and based in a single centre, and found no difference in all-cause or disease-specific unadjusted 5-year survival.
Aims of surgery
The majority of studies (41 of 59, 69 per cent) did not report whether the surgical procedure was performed with curative or palliative intent. Seven studies reported combined outcomes for patients undergoing either curative or palliative surgery.
Seven studies of patients undergoing cancer surgery with curative intent adjusted for confounders, all of which identified an association with lower socioeconomic group and higher all-cause mortality. Six of these studies measured longer-term outcomes (5 years or longer) after curative surgery for colorectal cancer and found that risk-adjusted all-cause mortality was higher in more deprived socioeconomic groups.
Two articles 49, 63 reported the outcomes of subgroups undergoing palliative procedures. The cohorts were relatively small and only crude mortality or survival rates were reported without case-mix adjustment. Neither study identified an association between socioeconomic group and outcome.
Models of healthcare provision
The studies included in this review were based on data collected in eight different countries, each with varying approaches to funding healthcare. Of the 21 studies based in countries with privatized healthcare systems that performed case-mix adjustment, 19 found an independent association between lower socioeconomic group and increased mortality, compared with 17 of 26 studies based in countries with state-funded systems.
Ten studies based in the USA found associations between socioeconomic group and certain hospital characteristics. In eight studies 31, 33, 36, 46, 47, 51, 73, 78 , more deprived patients were more likely to be admitted to low-volume hospitals. In three studies 33, 47, 73 , more deprived patients were more likely to have surgery performed by low-volume surgeons. Two studies 45, 57 found that lower socioeconomic group was associated with admission to a hospital in a rural location.
Time period
There have been considerable changes in healthcare technologies, medical training, surgical techniques and public awareness over the time the data were collected for the studies included in this review. Studies were therefore divided into an early period (data collected between 1976 and 1999) and a late period (data collection between 2000 and 2014). Twenty studies collected data between 1976 and 1999, 27 studies collected data between 2000 and 2014; data collection in the remaining studies spanned both the early and late periods. Seventeen of the studies in the early period reported case-mix-adjusted outcomes, of which 12 found that lower socioeconomic group was associated with higher postoperative mortality. Sixteen of 20 studies in the late period that also found higher postoperative mortality was associated with lower socioeconomic group after case-mix adjustment.
Discussion
This systematic review examined the association between socioeconomic group and mortality after colorectal surgery. Studies that explicitly aimed to estimate the effect, and studies that measured it as part of an investigation into other research questions were both taken into account. Although the available literature did not allow a meta-analysis to be performed, the majority of studies showed evidence of an association between increased mortality, both short and long term, and more deprived patient groups.
The relationship between socioeconomic group and mortality after colorectal surgery may be explained by factors relating to health status, healthcare provision or broader societal factors. Different factors may have varying magnitudes of effect depending on the temporal endpoint used.
Possible explanations for differences in mortality include patient-specific factors such as co-morbidities and health-related behaviour. Numerous patient factors that have been associated with adverse outcomes after major surgery are more prevalent in cohorts of more socioeconomically deprived patients. These include higher rates of smoking, rates of both obesity and malnutrition, and rates of type 2 diabetes mellitus 8, 13, 14, 16 . Patients with co-morbidities are more likely to experience complications after operation, and complications have been associated with an increased risk of premature death, stretching far beyond the perioperative period 32, 35, 53, 84 .
Both short-and longer-term mortality may be influenced by inequality of access to healthcare, and the standard of both acute and community medical care available. Specifically of relevance to patients undergoing colorectal surgery are rates of participation in cancer screening programmes, which are also known to be influenced by socioeconomic inequality 10 . Early detection, resulting in less advanced disease stage at the time of surgery, can influence both short-and longer-term postoperative mortality.
Emergency hospital admission rates are associated with socioeconomic inequality 85 , and emergency surgery is associated with worse surgical outcomes 86 . Some studies reported surgical urgency and adjusted for this in their analysis, but many did not. Increased rates of late presentations with cancer may predispose patients from lower socioeconomic backgrounds to receiving palliative rather than definitive curative surgery, with a consequent adverse effect on longer-term outcomes.
Associations between socioeconomic group and outcome were found across different healthcare systems. The UK, Denmark and Sweden each have healthcare systems organized around universal access funded through general taxation, with comparatively small coexisting private insurance-based services. Australia also has a universal healthcare system funded through taxation, although the coexisting system funded through private insurance is comparatively larger. In the USA, the system for the general population is based on private insurance premiums. However, there are several government-run schemes to assist those without private health insurance, older patients, military veterans, and patients with certain chronic conditions or disabilities. The Netherlands and France organize healthcare based on mandatory health insurance supplemented by a mixture of optional additional insurance or out-of-pocket payments. Taiwan operates a single-payer system funded through mandatory income-based insurance premiums, which are supplemented with out-of-pocket payments or direct government funding.
In studies from countries with privatized healthcare systems and based on insurance or payer status, it is notable that there is a relationship between social group and longer-term outcomes. More disadvantaged patients may have a lower baseline level of health coupled with limited access to healthcare throughout their lifetime, which would have an impact well beyond an acute surgical presentation. However, using insurance or payer status as a surrogate for socioeconomic group may be misleading. The specifics of different insurance policies may mean variations in co-payment charges, out-of-pocket expenses, or restrictions applied within managed care plans, all of which may influence access to healthcare among patients categorized as having commercial insurance.
Although interhospital variation in quality may occur in any healthcare system, a universal coverage system should reduce many of the barriers to access across the socioeconomic spectrum 87 . However, a potential additional factor is the geographical distance from a patient's place of residence to appropriate medical care. The relationship between this and measures of socioeconomic group is complex. In certain countries, residents in rural areas may have lower income than those living in urban areas. However, deprivation as measured by a multifactorial index may be higher within cities, despite being geographically closer to large teaching hospitals, than in the surrounding suburbs or countryside.
In the privatized US healthcare system, some studies identified associations between patients' socioeconomic group and structural characteristics of the treating hospitals, such as hospital case volume, surgeon case volume, and overall rates of treated patients who were eligible for Medicaid. It is therefore possible that patients of lower socioeconomic group may cluster in certain hospitals. That being the case, the characteristics of hospitals treating a high proportion of deprived patients may influence inequality in outcomes above and beyond the individual patients' risk factors, and may be potentially modifiable.
There was considerable heterogeneity in how studies included in this review were conducted and reported. For example, the variation in definitions of socioeconomic group, even when a single tool is used, makes comparisons difficult.
The majority of studies were based on analysis of administrative databases or registries. These data may have been entered retrospectively by non-clinicians who were not involved in the individual patient's care, and this presents potential issues with data accuracy. Although there is the possibility of coding errors or coding based on incomplete documentation, previous analysis of the performance of tools such as the Charlson and Elixhauser indices extracted from administrative databases has shown good correlation with mortality outcomes 88 .
As with all scientific literature, particularly if based on observational data, publication bias is a risk. However, this may not be a particular issue for this review as most studies did not set out to estimate the relationship between socioeconomic group and mortality, but instead reported an estimate of this relationship as a co-variable as part of an analysis with a different focus. What remains unclear is whether differences in outcome between socioeconomic groups are due to variation in the delivery of healthcare, or are related to confounding from uncaptured variables such as lifestyle factors.
Standard definitions of risk factors used in case-mix adjustment models, most notably co-morbidity, would enable better comparisons between studies. Generating a minimum data set with consistent definitions would be a useful extension of work already under way to standardize the outcome measures used in perioperative research 89 .
It remains unclear which health or social factors are the predominant contributors to the association between lower socioeconomic group and higher postoperative mortality rates, and whether contributory factors are potentially modifiable through individual or population-level interventions. Further investigation of the effects of inequality in health literacy, access to good quality primary care, engagement with screening programmes, and variations in hospital structures and processes may identify potential strategies for addressing variation in outcomes between socioeconomic groups.
From a health service perspective, it may be that reducing variation in care within and between hospitals around the time of surgery could help to reduce the effects of deprivation. However, taken that the perioperative period represents only a small part of the overall picture, it seems more likely that broader public health initiatives aimed at lifestyle-related risk factors, health literacy and engagement with healthcare services, plus coordinated national strategies in areas such as economic policy, housing, education, training and skills, would also be required. Thames). The views expressed in this article are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR, the NIAA or the Department of Health and Social Care. S.R.M. is Associate National Clinical Director for elective care with NHS England. Disclosure: The authors declare no other conflict of interest.
